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Abstract. Logos give a website a familiar feel and promote trust. Scam-
mers take advantage of that by using well-known organizations’ logos on
malicious websites. Unsuspecting Internet users see these logos and think
they are looking at a government website or legitimate webshop, when
it is a phishing site, a counterfeit webshop, or a site set up to spread
misinformation. We present the largest logo detection study on websites
to date. We analyze 6.2M domain names from the Netherlands’ country-
code top-level domain .nl, in two case studies to detect logo misuse
for two organizations: the Dutch national government and Thuiswinkel
Waarborg , an organization that issues certified webshop trust marks.
We show how we can detect phishing, spear phishing, dormant phish-
ing attacks, and brand misuse. To that end, we developed LogoMotive,
an application that crawls domain names, generates screenshots, and
detects logos using supervised machine learning. LogoMotive is opera-
tional in the .nl registry, and it is generalizable to detect any other logo
in any DNS zone to help identify abuse.

1 Introduction

A logo is a critical element of the visual identity of an organization. They influ-
ence people’s perception of an organization [47], and help people to identify the
associated company quickly. In the real world, organizations are typically very
keen to protect their corporate identity (and their logo’s use), by using brand
protection methods [61].

The same is true for unauthorized online use of corporate logos: phishing
attacks, for example, often attempt to impersonate organizations and use their
logos both in e-mails and on webpages [1,29] while counterfeit luxury goods
webshops perform trademark infringement by misusing the original brand’s
logos [58,59].

Besides phishing and trademark infringement, logos can also be misused
in government impersonation scams [13,15,16], in which fraudsters attempt to
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impersonate governments to perform a series of crimes: “extortion, tax fraud,
social security fraud, asking for donations, lenient punishment, waiver of fines,
and so on” [16]. Government impersonation ultimately undermines the govern-
ment’s own authority to enforce laws and policies [16].

This paper focuses on identifying various types of online abuse and scams that
rely on logo misuse. We do so by detecting logos on all websites in the .nl zone
and continuously monitoring newly registered domain names, providing brand
owners’ abuse analysts with a complete overview of their logo’s use online. With
this point of view, various forms of abuse can be detected, including phishing,
spear phishing, trademark infringement, misinformation, and more. To that end,
we present LogoMotive (Sect. 2), an application that employs deep-learning for
logo detection on websites’ screenshots. LogoMotive crawls a domain, generates
screenshots, detects logos in these screenshots and provides analysts with a web
dashboard for annotation. Our system is designed to have operational impact,
which means that we want to prevent LogoMotive from making autonomous
decisions about domain names – ultimately protecting domains from being mis-
labeled and their potential consequences, such as being suspended or removed
from the DNS zone. Therefore we decided to follow the human-in-the-loop prin-
ciple [38]. This means we leave the assessment of whether a website abuses a
logo to human analysts and do not automatically classify websites.

We present two cases studies, in which we apply LogoMotive to the 6.2M
domains present in the .nl DNS zone – the country-code top-level domain
(ccTLD) of the Netherlands. As such, ours is the largest research on logo detec-
tion on websites to date (the largest study before us analyzed 350k websites [29]).

In the first case study, we partner with the Dutch national government to
detect government impersonation scams. In the second case study, we team up
with Thuiswinkel Waarborg , a widely recognized trust mark certificate issuer
for webshops in the Netherlands, to identify false claims of trust mark member-
ship. We detected over 10k domain names containing the logo in both studies,
which were all annotated manually by human abuse analysts at the respective
organizations.

We make the following contributions: first, we show that logo detection is
a powerful method to detect phishing, spear phishing, and potential phishing
attacks in government impersonation scams (Sect. 3.1): we detect 168 instances
of government logo misuse, 6 were active phishing domains, which attempted to
commit online identity theft and bank credential theft, targeting the citizens of
the Netherlands. These phishing websites were removed from the .nl zone after
the usual legal due diligence.

LogoMotive is a powerful tool because it detects abuse usually missed by
the traditional blocklist or HTML-based detection methods. Furthermore, it
is more broadly applicable than finding phishing attacks only; it provides a
complete overview of a logo’s (mis)use in a DNS zone. Optionally, users can
choose to monitor only newly registered websites with LogoMotive, which greatly
reduces the amount of manual work over analyzing the entire .nl zone. In our
experiments, we found that most malicious use of logos is found in recently
registered domain names.
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Our second contribution is to document the presence of “dormant” phishing
websites (Sect. 3.2): government typo-squatted domains, which employ HTTP
redirects [14] to forward users to the legitimate government website. While
seemly innocuous, these websites might do so to leverage search engine opti-
mization to increase the number of visitors [59], and could, at their will, replace
the HTTP redirect by an actual phishing website, potentially compromising
their visitors. Typo-squad detection systems are insufficient since they rely on
a predetermined list of domain names on which variants are based. We found
9 cases of dormant phishing websites and 2 cases of dormant spear phishing
attacks (targeted at very specific government agencies). Some of these typo-
squat domains had MX records [34] – which specify e-mail servers – indicating
that phishing e-mails can be sent from these very suspicious domains. Worse,
these malicious domains websites would redirect users to the legitimate govern-
ment website, which could give a false sense of legitimacy to these suspicious
domains, increasing the chances of spear phishing success.

Our third contribution is to show that logo detection can be successfully used
to detect fake claims of trust mark certification (Sect. 4): we detect 208 domain
names leading to webshops that falsely claimed to be certified by the trust mark
organization by displaying their logo, thereby misleading consumers. The trust
mark organization requested these websites to remove the logo.

LogoMotive, our tool, is operational and has been active in the .nl zone
for the last 8 months for both use cases here presented. We show operational
impact by removing phishing websites before users can be compromised and dis-
playing its broad applicability in finding online logo abuse. LogoMotive can be
applied to any DNS zone and easily trained to support different logos. Hence,
we make LogoMotive’s source code available upon request for academic purposes
on https://logomotive.sidnlabs.nl, and actively promote deployment by peer reg-
istries such that LogoMotive can be used to find abuse in other DNS zones besides
.nl.

2 LogoMotive

Next we present LogoMotive, the application that we have developed to perform
logo recognition on websites. It has three main modules, as shown in the lower
part of Fig. 1: Crawler, which takes a list of domain names as input and generates
screenshots from their webpages, Logo Detector, which applies a deep learning
algorithm to detect logos on those screenshots, and the Dashboard, which is used
by abuse analysts who are responsible for labeling the results.

LogoMotive detects the presence of logos on websites, but it is not designed
to automatically determine if the logo is used legitimately or not – for that, we
rely on manual validation. Analysts evaluate each domain name on which their
respective logo was detected. Our case studies in Sect. 3 and Sect. 4 show how
analysts evaluated more than 20k domain names from the .nl zone.

We also add other requirements for LogoMotive: It must be accurate enough
to limit the number of false positives and stay manageable by human analysts.

https://logomotive.sidnlabs.nl
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Fig. 1. LogoMotive architecture: model training (upper part) and operational part
(lower part).

It should also be scalable, i.e., able to be used to analyze DNS zones of different
sizes in reasonable time, and adaptable, meaning it should be possible to detect
new logos with ease.

2.1 LogoMotive Modules

Crawler: As shown in Fig. 1, the Crawler module takes a list of domain names
as input and crawls the homepage of their websites (if available), following any
redirects. For each website, it generates 1024×1024 pixels screenshots: two semi-
overlapping from the page header towards the footer and, if not yet captured,
two semi-overlapping screenshots from the footer (bottom) of the page up. We
focus on the header and footer of websites, where logos are typically placed,
reducing the search space for screenshots, especially on very long webpages. In
our experiments, the crawler module generates 2.7 screenshots per website on
average; in 65%, the first two screenshots of the header already cover all the
homepage’s display area.

To implement this module, we use Selenium hub [53], an automated, pro-
grammable browser that allows running multiple browser sessions in parallel.
We run this module in Docker containers to easily deploy our crawler and up
or down scale the number of browser nodes. Instead of downloading all image
resources, we take screenshots to make sure we analyze the webpages as a regular
user would see it. Furthermore, images might be hidden in CSS or SVG paths,
and logos could be embedded in a larger image, thereby escaping detection.

Performance: our code is parallelized, and with 15 browser nodes, we are able
to crawl 5.2 domain names per second (19k/hour) on a 12-CPU 64 GB memory
machine.

Logo Detector: To detect logos on the screenshots of websites, we employ
YOLO [45], which is a supervised machine learning (deep learning) algorithm
designed to perform object detection.

Why YOLO: there is a large number of object detection algorithms that could be
used for image recognition, such as Single Shot Multibox Detector [30], Fast(er)
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Fig. 2. YOLO detects the government logo on a website.

R-CNN [46], or static feature-extraction and matching models using for example
SIFT [31], SURF [3], or ORB [49]. We chose YOLO because recent comparison
studies have shown YOLO outperforms other deep learning models in terms of
inference speed, and in many cases also accuracy [51,54]. It is also easy and rela-
tively fast to train, which is important for the scalability of LogoMotive. Because
we do not change any significant details in the training or deployment of the
detection model, we trust the existing comparison studies in making our choice.
In our experiments, we found that the static detection methods using feature
description matching perform worse than YOLO since it is not accelerated by
a GPU. Also, it struggles with detection if multiple logos are shown on a page,
and requires to be applied separately for each logo class we wish to detect.

How YOLO Works: YOLO is a one-stage detection model, which means it is
trained to do bounding box regression and classification at the same time, mak-
ing it faster than two-stage counterparts such as Faster R-CNN [54]. YOLO is a
supervised machine learning model which is trained on images that contain the
to-be-detected objects (logos in our case), and a list of coordinates and dimen-
sions that describe bounding boxes around the objects, with their corresponding
class labels.

At inference time, YOLO first divides the input image into multiple grids of
a varying number of cells, each of which predicts several bounding boxes, as well
as the class label and confidence scores of each detection. We show an example in
Fig. 2. We crawl a random website and YOLO detects the logo on it. The output
is the corner coordinates of the bounding boxes that describe where logos are
found on the image, together with the logo class, and confidence scores (ranging
from 0 to 1), which indicate how certain the model is of its detections.

Overlapping detections are filtered out by a process called nonmaximal sup-
pression, which discards the results with lower confidences, keeping only the
detections with the highest confidence.

Performance: In our setup (12-CPU/64 GB RAM machine), we use an Nvidia
GeForce RTX 2080Ti for training YOLO, which is designed to leverage GPUs.
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Table 1. Datasets used for LogoMotive training and validation.

Value
Crawled random domains 25,000
Screenshots generated 64,893
Synthetic training samples 100,000

training set 95,000
validation set 5,000

In this setup, we can evaluate 50 screenshots per second. We use the YOLOv5
open-source python implementation by Ultralytics [57].

Scalability: YOLO can successfully be trained to detect many classes at once,
e.g. the Objects365 dataset [52], which contains 365 object classes. This indicates
YOLO will not be a bottleneck in the scalability of LogoMotive, as more logos
are to be detected.

Dashboard: The last component is a web dashboard, on which analysts manu-
ally evaluate the logo detection results. It lists the domain names, the screenshots
on which logos were detected, and metadata such as registration information to
aid in the labeling. It allows the analysts to classify each detection, and label the
use of logos on the websites as malicious or legitimate. This can later be used to
follow up on the results with the appropriate measures. We host a dashboard for
each class of logos we detect, meaning only relevant results are shown on each
dashboard. We include a screenshot of the analysis pop-up on the dashboard in
Appendix Sect.A.

Scalability: Abuse analysts at the brand owner’s organization analyze the web-
pages on which their logo was found. This means that as LogoMotive is scaled
to detect more logos, the workload of any particular analyst does not increase.
The dashboard is a dockerized web application that can easily be scaled up.

2.2 Model Training

As a supervised learning algorithm, YOLO requires labeled data to be trained,
so it can learn to recognize logos.

Generating labeled datasets for the training of object detection models is a
very time-intensive task when performed manually. To avoid that, we generate
a synthetic training dataset, a common practice in the training of various object
detection models [12,56]. We generate the synthetic training datasets by (i)
crawling 25k random .nl domain names with our crawler module, resulting in 64k
screenshots, and (ii) overlaying the logos we wish to detect at random locations
on these screenshots.

We randomly augment the logos by changing aspects such as scale, opacity,
color, blur, occlusion, and others, such that the model becomes robust against the
various appearances of logos on websites. Additionally, the augmentations make
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the detector robust against simple adversarial attacks. We create 100k training
samples with this process, which is sufficient to train our model to convergence,
meaning the mean average precision does not increase further. We use 95% (95k)
as training samples, and the remaining 5% for validation (5k), see Table 1. The
validation set is used during training to monitor the generalizability of the model
and to spot issues such as model overfitting. We generate 100K training samples
in a little over 30 min using our method. This allows us to train the model on
any logos we want to detect with minimal effort.

YOLO can be trained to detect multiple logos at once, so we do not need
to train a separate detection model for each logo. We generate the synthetic
training data with all the logos we wish to detect, resulting in a single dataset
with screenshots that each contain one or more logos that should be detected.
When more logos are to be detected, we can simply regenerate the training data
including the new logos, and retrain the model, making this process scalable in
practice.

The detection model was trained in 50 iterations over the whole training set,
using the Adam optimizer [24], after which we found the model converged.

2.3 Model Tuning

YOLO assigns a confidence score to each logo it detects, as shown in Fig. 2.
We can choose a confidence threshold to reduce the number of false positives.
Detections with a confidence score lower than the confidence threshold are dis-
carded. Tweaking the confidence threshold thus changes the trade-off between
the model’s precision and recall evaluation metrics. Precision is the fraction of
detected domain names that indeed display the logo. Recall is the fraction of
domain names that display the logo that we successfully detected. A high confi-
dence threshold means we discard more detections, which leads to lower recall,
but a higher precision.

The results of the logo detection module are manually analyzed and labeled
on the web dashboard (Sect.A) by abuse analysts. Manual annotation of these
results is a time-intensive task, so we would like to limit the number of false
positive-samples the analysts must go through. Experimentally we found that a
confidence threshold of 0.8 results in a precision of 90%, which is sufficient to
still allow analysts to manually classify the results without overwhelming them.
Given this confidence threshold, LogoMotive still finds logos that are visually
altered by for example changing colors, stretching, and changing details. Logos
that are altered beyond the point of recognition will not instill trust in the
visitors and are therefore not a threat in the scope of this research.

2.4 Model Evaluation

In practice, we cannot determine the recall performance of our model in the
entire .nl zone, because we do not have the ground truth of all .nl-websites. To
evaluate the recall of our model, we generated a test set with the two logos of
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Fig. 3. Recall performance of LogoMotive at confidence thresholds. The vertical line
denotes our chosen threshold.

the institutions we collaborate with: the logo of the Dutch national government,
and the logo of Thuiswinkel Waarborg .

Dataset Generation: We used our crawler module to take screenshots of 1271
domain names from the government’s website portfolio, 1300 domain names
from the trust mark’s member list, and 1300 random domain names from the
.nl-zone, which generally do not include either logo. We manually annotated
the screenshots generated by the crawler module to determine which logos are
shown on the crawled websites. Our manual annotation resulted in a test set
with 635 domain names showing a website with the Dutch national government
logo, 962 with the Thuiswinkel Waarborg logo, and 2096 showing neither logo.

We then applied our logo detection model on this test set to compute the
recall of our algorithm at various confidence thresholds. The results are shown
in Fig. 3.

Using our default confidence threshold of 0.8, we obtain precision scores of
0.986 and 0.983 and recall scores of 0.989 and 0.968 for the government logo
and trust mark logo respectively. This indicates that the model misses very few
logos in the .nl zone. The small difference in recall between logos represents the
difficulty of detecting a particular logo. Generally speaking, the more distinct
features a logo contains, the easier it is to detect.

Note that the precision in this set is higher than it would be in the entire
.nl zone, because this evaluation set contains a larger fraction of screenshots
with a logo. The precision in practice is around 90% in the entire .nl zone at a
confidence threshold of 80%, according to the manual annotation of the results
in our use cases.

3 Government Impersonation Case Study

After training our model to detect logos, we apply it to detect Dutch national
government impersonation scams in the .nl zone, which is the primary TLD
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used by the national government. We apply LogoMotive in two modes. In the
first mode (Sect. 3.1), we evaluate monthly snapshots of the entire zone. To
detect short-lived scams, we also apply the model in the live mode, in which we
evaluate every newly registered domain name (Sect. 3.2).

3.1 Full Zone Evaluation

Data Collection: Using the Crawler module (Sect. 2.1), we obtain screenshots
from websites in the entire .nl zone. For this case study, we report 5 full passes
on the .nl zone (covering March to July 2021). Table 2 shows our datasets.

Table 2. Datasets for government impersonation case study (2021).

March April May June July
Domains 6.02M 6.18M 6.19M 6.20M 6.20M

Domains without websites 3.75M 3.53M 3.28M 3.30M 3.56M
Domains with websites 2.27M 2.65M 2.91M 2.90M 2.64M

unchanged websites – 750K 744K 985K 873K
changed/new websites – 1.90M 2.17M 1.92M 1.77M

Domains processed 2.27M 1.90M 2.17M 1.92M 1.77M

Reducing Search Space: The .nl zone has over 6.2M domain names. .nl crawls
its entire zone monthly using DMAP [62]; another crawler tool that collects
metadata of .nl-websites. We use this metadata to reduce our search space by
removing domain names that do not host a webpage, show an empty page or
give HTTP errors. As shown in Table 2, this allows us to go from 6.02M domain
names to 2.27M domains on which we generate screenshots, for March. For April
through July, we can further reduce the number of domain names the Crawler
visits by excluding websites that have not changed compared to the previous
visit, which we identify by analyzing the hash of the webpage.

Results: The “Full-Zone” column in Table 3 shows the results (we explain the
“Newly-Registered” column in Sect. 3.2). In total, LogoMotive detected 12.8K
domain names, 11.7K of which indeed displayed the government logo (91% pre-
cision). Given LogoMotive only detects the presence (or absence) of the govern-
ment logo, we need to rely on manual inspection of these domains to determine
if they are malicious or not. Abuse analysts at the Dutch national government
manually went through the 12.8K results and categorized all of them. The ana-
lysts deal with domain name abuse daily and by working for the government
they are in the best position to determine whether or not their logo is used
maliciously or legitimately. Due to the time-intensive nature of the annotation
work, each result is labeled by one analyst, which restricts us from comparing
results between analysts.
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Table 3. Manual validation results for government impersonation case study.

deretsigeR-ylweNenoZ-lluFlebaL

35)%00.001(26821latoT
Without gov. logo (FP) 1164 (9.05%) 0 (0.00%)
With gov. logo (TP) 11698 (90.95%) 53 (100.0%)

Benign 10595 (82.37%) 32 (60.38%)
Government impersonation 151 (1.17%) 17 (32.09%)

Phishing 3 (0.02%) 3 (5.66%)
Potential threat 73 (0.57%) 9 (16.98%)
Other (false endorsements, satire, etc.) 75 (0.58%) 5 (9.43%)

Government domains 952 (7.40%) 4 (7.55%)
In portfolio 636 (4.94%) 2 (0.00%)
Not in portfolio 316 (2.46%) 2 (3.77%)

Added 109 (0.85%) 1 (1.89%)
Pending 207 (1.61%) 1 (1.89%)

The most critical category covers government impersonation. We found 151
domains in this category, of which 3 were phishing domains. Two of them were
phishing websites mimicking the National Tax Authority (Belastingdienst) of the
Netherlands, and the other one was a phishing website related to the national
online authentication system (DigiD). The average age of these domains was
15 d upon detection. This shows that LogoMotive can help to pick up scams that
have not been reported to blocklists yet. Shorter-lived attacks may be detected
quicker by continuously scanning the zone. This is why we look specifically at
new registrations in Sect. 3.2.

The government impersonation category also contains 73 domain names that
are a potential threat. This includes domains that return an HTTP redirect to
a legitimate government domain but are registered by a third party who has
no connection with the government. This includes suspicious names, such as a
domain containing the terms ‘vaccination’ and ‘appointment’ which redirected
to the official government website (coronatest.nl), the website on which Dutch
citizens can plan an appointment for a COVID-19 test.

Domain Name Popularity: we estimate, indirectly, how popular these govern-
ment impersonation scams are compared to legitimate government websites. To
do that, we use Authoritative DNS server logs. Authoritative DNS servers are a
type of DNS server that knows the contents of a zone from memory [22]. DNS
resolvers, such as Google Public DNS [17] and the default configurations in user
devices, ultimately ask the authoritative servers for records in their zones.

As the .nl operator, we have access to historical authoritative DNS traf-
fic of two of the three authoritative servers. We collect this data and store it
in ENTRADA [63], our open-source Hadoop-based database from which we
can query this data. Although we do not receive every DNS query because of
caching [35,36], this still provides an indication of how popular the domains are.

We compare the average number of daily queries for the 73 potentially
malicious domain names and the 952 legitimate government domain names, as
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Fig. 4. CDF of average daily DNS queries seen at .nl authoritative nameservers.

observed by our authoritative name servers in the 7 days before annotation.
(We choose one week given the known weekly and diurnal patterns of Internet
traffic [44]).

Figure 4 shows the results for average daily DNS queries across these two
groups in a cumulative distribution function (CDF). The fraction of domain
names on the y-axis receives at most the number of DNS queries on the x-axis.
It shows that potentially malicious domains receive fewer queries (μ = 132.8, σ =
239.0) than government domains (μ = 5566.2, σ = 30724.2). However, there are
some potentially malicious domains that are popular. For instance, the suspicious
COVID-19-related domain name receives 1% of the queries received by the official
coronatest.nl. Although 1% may seem small, it still represents a large number
of users given the popularity of the official domain name during the pandemic.

Domain Registration Data: We also manually inspected the registration data
of domain names that are a potential threat. As the registry for .nl, we store
the registrant information when a domain is registered. This data appears valid
and legitimate for most of these domains, similar to what we see in normal
registrations.

Domain Age: we show in Fig. 5 the CDF of the domain age per group. We see
that the potential threat domain names are newer than government domains:
80% of the government domains are at least 2 years old, whereas only 20% of
the potential threat domains are two years old.

This raises the question of whether attackers build a reputation with the
seemingly legitimate domain name, and later on, launch an attack. Attackers
may, at any time, direct users to a scam or send e-mails that appear to be from
the government. We observe that 49% of the suspicious domain names published
MX records on the day of labeling and could potentially send malicious e-mails
that appear to be sent from a government domain.

75 domain names fall into the category other under government imperson-
ation. This category comprises dubious applications of the government logo,
such as false testimonials or endorsements, visually altered logos, and satirical
websites. Analysts discussed these cases with the government’s communication
department who in some cases asked the webmaster to remove the logo or be
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Fig. 5. CDF of domain age.

more clear in the relation with the government. Notably, LogoMotive could even
detect highly visually altered variants of the government logo.

Most domains on which the logo was found fall into the benign category,
i.e., websites that are not directly related to the government but make use of
the logo legitimately. For example, these include news websites and companies
using the government logo in a testimonial.

The last category includes government websites. We detected 636 known gov-
ernment websites but also discovered 316 legitimate government domain names
that were not listed in the website portfolio of the Dutch national government.
109 of these discovered domains could be added to the portfolio directly and 207
cases are still pending investigation at the time of writing. Asking the analysts
about this, we found that the reason for this is that different branches of govern-
ment such as ministries, government agencies, and regulators often use their own
registrar instead of the national government registrar. This is against the govern-
ment policy for registering domains and has several drawbacks. As opposed to
existing abuse detection methods, LogoMotive can find unknown domain names
that are not malicious.

Domains outside the government portfolio are a latent risk, for example,
because they can expire and be re-registered by a third party, e.g., a domain
drop-catcher [26], who are specialized in registering the domain names within
seconds after they become available. This has happened before and led to data
breaches at the police and a health organization in the Netherlands [40,41]. This
resulted in sensitive information such as arrest warrants and the health records
of thousands of children reaching journalists.

Security Standards Adoption: the Dutch national government has committed to
adopting security protocols on their domain names, and monitors the adoption
rate of the websites in their domain name portfolio. These security protocols
include DNSSEC [2], which adds authenticity and integrity to DNS using cryp-
tographic algorithms, and DMARC [25], which adds authenticity to mail servers
and provides domain owners with a way of advertising their legitimate e-mail
servers using DNS. Domains not in the government portfolio cannot be mon-
itored on the adoption of these standards, and may therefore unknowingly be
insecure.
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Table 4. DNSSEC and DMARC adoption in Dutch national government domain
names.

Government Domains
In portfolio Not in portfolio

Total
with DNSSEC 623 (98%) 230 (74%)
without DNSSEC 13 (2%) 79 (26%)
with DMARC 584 (92%) 126 (41%)
without DMARC 52 (8%) 183 (59%)

We evaluate DMARC and DNSSEC adoption in these two categories of
domains using our crawler DMAP [62]. .nl-websites. Table 4 shows the results
(our crawler missed data for 7 domains that are not in the portfolio). We see
that the adoption of DNSSEC and DMARC is prevalent in the monitored gov-
ernment websites. The unmonitored domains have lower adoption rates for both
DNSSEC and DMARC, meaning that for those domain names users are not
protected against DNS and e-mail spoofing.

Summary: LogoMotive’s evaluation of the entire .nl zone allowed to detect 3
phishing domains, 73 domains that could become malicious, and 75 other embod-
iments of government impersonation. An unexpected finding was that we also
discovered legitimate domain names that communicate on behalf of the govern-
ment, but were not included in the government’s portfolio, which could become
a security threat. LogoMotive helps in detecting such threats.

3.2 Live Registration Monitoring

Given phishing domains tend to be short-lived [4], we applied LogoMotive to
domains right after their registration, to detect potential scams faster.

Data Collection: For this case study, we continuously process every domain
added to the .nl zone for two months (Aug. 15th to Oct. 15th, 2021). For
each domain added to the zone, we ran the LogoMotive pipeline every 3 h for 15
days after the registration date We only generate new screenshots if the page
contents changed. In total, we analyzed 134.4k domains, and 44.4k eventually
had a webpage.

Results: We apply LogoMotive to detect the government logos on these 44.4k
domains, and found 53 domains with the government logo on their website. Sim-
ilar to the full zone scans, the government analysts also validated these results.

The “Newly-Registered” column in Table 3 shows the results. First, there
were no false positives – so every detected domain indeed displayed the logo
of the government. We then use the same categories from Sect. 3.1 to further
classify these domains. 33 domains (62%) were labeled as benign and 4 (7.55%) as
government domains, but 16 (30.19%) domains were government impersonation
scams.
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Phishing Domains: from the 16 impersonation scams domains, we found 3 phish-
ing websites. Their target group comprised all citizens of the Netherlands. Two
impersonated the National Tax Authority – they presented the website visitors
with a tax penalty warning, and request the users to proceed with the payment.
The other phishing domain attempt to obtain citizens’ online identification cre-
dentials, by impersonating the national online authentication system (DigiD).
We found that 2 of these 3 domains were present in Netcraft’s [32] blocklist, a
popular phishing URL provider, which collects phishing URLs from reports by
volunteers that run their toolbar. This suggests that LogoMotive complements
existing techniques. Upon detection and evaluation, these domains were ulti-
mately removed from the .nl zone, after the required legal procedures.

Potential Threats: further, the analysts classified 9 domains as potential threats.
They all follow the same pattern: they typo-squat a legitimate government
domain, but instead of directing web users to a malicious scam page, they redirect
users to the legitimate government website, using HTTP redirects. We expect
this is a strategy to build up a domain reputation with users, and, once popular
enough, use the domain name to host a phishing website. Three of these domains
also published MX records, which means they could potentially be used to send
e-mails that appear to be sent by the national government. These domains were
also removed after the evaluation.

Dormant Spear Phishing: 2 of the potential threats are likely dormant spear
phishing attacks. 1 of these redirected to a specialized branch of the government
that is likely not known by the general public. This domain name also pub-
lished MX records which pointed to a mail server that is often used in shady
activities, according to our abuse analysts. The other dormant spear phishing
attack redirected to a service that is only intended for government employees.
These domain names could become a serious threat because compromising a
national-level agency could have severe implications. For example, the United
States has documented cases of spear phishing against various government agen-
cies [9]. Given that spear phishing is harder to detect, they tend to not appear
on lists like Netcraft – indicating that our method is complementary to existing
techniques. These malicious domain names were removed from the zone.

Summary: LogoMotive’s live monitoring of the .nl zone allowed us to detect
3 phishing domains and 9 potential threats. 2 of these threats were targeted at
very specialized branches of the Dutch national government. LogoMotive can find
scams that have not yet been reported to blocklists.

4 Trustmark Abuse Case Study

Background: Thuiswinkel Waarborg is an organization that certifies online
webshops to show visitors which shops are secure, trustworthy, and honest. They
evaluate whether webshops meet certain legal, security and financial stability
requirements, for example, the shop must offer lawful return policies and pay
after delivery options.
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The Thuiswinkel Waarborg logo is widely recognized in the Netherlands, by
more than 90% of the population [33]. The consumers association in the Nether-
lands (Consumentenbond) also recommends this trust mark [10]. This suggests
that consumers are more likely to trust a webshop having the Thuiswinkel Waar-
borg logo on it, and therefore, be more likely to shop on these certified webshops.
As a consequence, online shops have an incentive to obtain the trust mark legit-
imately, or to abuse it.

Data Collection. As in Sect. 3.1, we apply LogoMotive to evaluate the entire
.nl zone from 2021-06-24 until 2021-09-27 and detect webpages that contain
Thuiswinkel Waarborg ’s logo. We use the member list of Thuiswinkel Waarborg
to automatically label domain names specified by members as benign. The cer-
tified members are required to include the Thuiswinkel Waarborg logo on their
websites, which should link to a page on the Thuiswinkel Waarborg website where
the certificate details can be verified. For example, for which shop Thuiswinkel
Waarborg has issued the certificate, and which of the shop’s domain names may
use it. We check whether the webpages we detect publish a hyperlink to a valid
Thuiswinkel Waarborg certificate and if the detected domain matches with the
certificate’s domain we also automatically label it as benign.

Logo Detection and Validation. Table 5 shows LogoMotive results: it found
10, 669 domain names with the logo of Thuiswinkel Waarborg . To validate
our results, we shared them with analysts at Thuiswinkel Waarborg using
LogoMotive’s dashboard, who manually labeled the domain names from 2021-
09-23 until 2021-12-16.

We also add a column with unique URLs, because we observe that webshops
often register multiple domain names, where one is used as the primary domain
and the others serve an HTTP redirect forwarding users to the primary domain.
This strategy of using multiple outlets is probably done for search engine opti-
mization (SEO) and/or marketing purposes.

From the set of 10, 669 domains names, 5582 (52.32%) were automatically
labeled as benign because they belong to certified webshops and show the correct
certificate, so they did not require manual annotation. 83 domains (0.78%) did
not show the trust mark at the time of inspection. The remaining 10,586 (99.22%)
indeed showed the trust mark logo.

The Thuiswinkel Waarborg analysts then classified each domain with the
trust mark into subcategories. The majority of the domains fall in the benign
category, i.e., certified webshops and a few other domains, for instance, the
website of Thuiswinkel Waarborg itself and those of events they organized.

The second category is trust mark abuse. This category contains 208 domains
of webshops that have the Thuiswinkel Waarborg trust mark, while they are not
a member. These shops are unlikely to meet the requirements that Thuiswinkel
Waarborg members must meet and therefore pose a risk to consumers who are
likely not aware of this deception.
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Table 5. Manual validation results for trust mark abuse case study.

Label Domains Unique-URLs

098396601latoT
Without trust mark 83 (0.78%) 64 (1.65%)
With trust mark 10586 (99.22%) 3826 (98.35%)

Benign 10324 (96.77%) 3691 (94.88%)
Trustmark abuse 208 (1.95%) 106 (2.72%)
Discovered 54 (0.51%) 29 (0.75%)

Action Taken: Thuiswinkel Waarborg contacted the companies behind the abu-
sive domains with the request to remove the trust mark. Thuiswinkel Waarborg
may take legal actions if this request is not responded to. At the time of writing,
104 of the 208 (50%) of domains that abused the Thuiswinkel Waarborg trust
mark have removed it from their website.

Domains Profile: We manually analyzed a sample of the 208 domains, and most
of them seem to be legitimate shops, with rich and well-designed websites, and
some even mention a valid Chamber of Commerce number, which in the Nether-
lands indicates that it is an existing business.

Domain Age: Next we look into the average age of the domain names in both
groups. Figure 6 shows that, for both groups, the domains are relatively old: half
of the domains are at least 11 years old (benign) and the trust mark abuse are
least 6 years old. That is very different from phishing, in which domains tend to
be short-lived (Sect. 3.2).

Fig. 6. Age of benign and trust mark abuse webshops.

Reasons for Trust Mark Misuse: feedback from Thuiswinkel Waarborg analysts
confirms that webshops that misuse the trust mark are not necessarily malicious.
They hypothesize that these webshops misuse the logo to improve sales, and
avoid obtaining their own certificates from Thuiswinkel Waarborg either due to
the costs involved and/or the legal and financial requirements they have to meet
to obtain the certification.
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Domains Popularity: We indirectly measure the popularity of these domains by
analyzing incoming DNS queries for the .nl authoritative DNS server, as we did
in Sect. 3.1. For each domain name, we compute the number of average daily
queries and unique IP addresses of resolvers we observed one week before the
annotation date. While the number of queries and resolvers do not correspond
to the number of unique visitors (due to caching at DNS resolvers), it indicates
how popular a domain name is.

Figure 7 shows the average number of daily DNS queries for the 151 trust
mark abuse and 9659 benign domains, and Fig. 8 shows the average daily number
of resolvers. Differently from the government impersonation case (Sect. 3.1), we
see that both classes of domains have a similar number of queries and resolvers.
The fraction of domains receiving over 1k queries per day is in the same range
(14.0% for benign and 12.5% for trust mark misuse).

In addition, 3.6% (367 domains) of the benign domains receive more than
10k queries compared to 1.4% (3 domains) with trust mark misuse. This shows
that domains that misuse the trademark are also very popular (not necessar-
ily because of the trademark misuse), which is different from the government
impersonation case.

Fig. 7. Cumulative distribution function on the average number of daily DNS queries.

The last category contains 54 domain names of Thuiswinkel Waarborg mem-
bers that were previously unknown to Thuiswinkel Waarborg . Analysts found
that these domains belong to a certified Thuiswinkel Waarborg member, but
the domain itself was not specified by the member. Similar to the discovered
domains of the Dutch national government, these domains are a lurking risk,
because Thuiswinkel Waarborg was unable to monitor whether those domains
comply with the rules and standards imposed by the organization.

Summary: LogoMotive evaluation of the entire .nl zone allowed to detect 208
domains that abuse the Thuiswinkel Waarborg trust mark. We show that these
domains have a long life cycle (6.8 years) and attract as many visitors as certified
Thuiswinkel Waarborg webshops.
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Fig. 8. Cumulative distribution function on the average number of daily unique
resolvers.

5 Related Work

Phishing Detection: phishing detection is a very active research field e.g., [4,11,
29,43]. Most previous research focus on textual features such as URLs [27,39,50],
or HTML content [28,43,48]. We, on the other hand, rely on visual features on
a page, namely logos, to detect phishing and other malicious content involving
logo abuse.

Single feature: we design LogoMotive to detect logos, and rely on human
validation to determine if there is abuse or not. Therefore, we did not explicitly
design it to detect phishing or other types of malicious websites. LogoMotive is
a broadly applicable tool for any organization aiming to protect its brand from
online abuse. Given we are interested only in logo detection, we refrain from
using textual features, such as registrant details, to make no assumption about
the usage of logos. We can in future research combine the output from LogoMotive

to phishing detection systems.
Visual features have been used for the detection of phishing in previous

research. [66] Uses the global visual similarity of a target page to a suspicious
page, combined with the existence of the target logo, to detect phishing sites. [1]
detect phishing websites by comparing websites to a profile of trusted websites’
appearances, which is created using text features, as well as logos which are
detected using SIFT, a method for image matching. They apply their method
on 1000 phishing sites from the Phishtank dataset and 200 legitimate sites from
the Alexa top sites. [60] also uses SIFT image matching to find logos on pages
and use a browser plugin to warn users if a logo is found on an unauthorized
page.

Logo Detection: logo detection is a subset of object detection, for which various
methods exist and have been applied in previous related research. Deterministic
feature extraction and matching methods using SIFT [31] and SURF [3] have
been employed to detect logos on websites by [1,60]. [5] use features of Histogram
of Oriented Gradients to obtain a visual representation of phishing target brand
logos. We found these methods to perform inadequately for our purpose, and
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instead use a machine learning object detection method. Recently, deep learning
object detection models are used to detect logos on websites. [29,64] use Faster
R-CNN to detect the identity logo and input text fields [29]. Our approach
applies YOLO version 5 to detect logos on screenshots of .nl webpages, because
of its fast inference speed.

Phishing Detection with Logos: logo recognition has been previously used to
detect phishing websites. [7,8,29,65] all detect logos on webpages and attempt
to match the logo’s brand identity to an organization. Next, they use this infor-
mation to determine if a website is a phishing site by comparing the domain
name with the organization’s known URLs, for example, if the Amazon logo
is found, whether the domain name matches amazon.com or not. Their under-
lying assumption is that the relationship between the logo and domain name
is exclusive, implying that logos may only be used legitimately on a select set
of domain names. We, however, show in Sect. 3 that the government logo can
legitimately be used on domain names that do not belong to the government.
Another example is credit card company logos, which are often placed on e-
commerce websites, which simply use these payment services. In contrast, our
work does not assume any relationship between a logo and a company in the
detection process: it simply detect logos, and it is up to to the brand owners to
further label the classification results. In certain cases, we can prioritize results
or automatically label a subset of the results, for example, if a logo may only be
used on specific websites.

The most recent related study is Phishpedia [29]. This study aimed to detect
phishing pages using logo detection, while our goal is much wider: we want
to detect all websites containing a particular logo, which exposes many kinds of
logo (mis)use, including phishing. This difference is reflected in multiple aspects.
First, Phishpedia detects the most prominent logo (identity logo) using Faster-
RCNN, while we detect all logos on a webpage using YOLO. Second, Phishpedia
also identifies whether webpages contain text fields. This information is not rel-
evant for our use case, because LogoMotive does not solely detect phishing web-
sites. Third, Phishpedia compares the URL with a white-list of brand URLs. If
a webpage contains a brand’s identity logo, a text input field, and its URL is not
white-listed, it is marked as phishing. In contrast, LogoMotive does not automat-
ically make decisions about the websites it finds but facilitates abuse analysts
in determining the motive with which their logo is used. Finally, Phishpedia
is evaluated on a set of 30K phishing websites obtained from the OpenPhish
database. LogoMotive is deployed in the .nl zone and is evaluated in two case
studies, showing operational impact.

It is difficult to compare the accuracy of LogoMotive to any existing work,
given that our proposed system employs the human-in-the-loop principle.
LogoMotive is used by abuse analysts of various companies to help detect online
abuse of their logo. Comparing it to phishing detection methods falls short of
the broader applicability of LogoMotive. However, the phishing domain names
we detected were not yet reported to blocklists, indicating that LogoMotive can
be used to detect phishing websites more quickly than existing methods.
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Dataset Size: [8] evaluate their results on a dataset consisting of 1140 web-
pages. [29] apply their method on the OpenPhish service for six months, in total
accumulating 350K phishing URLs. After crawling and filtering out empty and
legitimate pages, they end up with 29,496 phishing websites used in their eval-
uations. They use 29,951 benign webpages from the top-ranked Alexa dataset
to evaluate their detection method. [7] evaluate their method on 400 phishing
websites from the popular PhishTank database and 50 legitimate websites from
Alexa. [65] use a dataset of 726 webpages containing both phishing and legit
webpages. We evaluate our contributions on the .nl zone, consisting of over 6.2
million domain names. Moreover, LogoMotive is operational in the .nl DNS zone.
In addition, we generate a ground-truth dataset of over 20K manually annotated
domain names with the logos detected for our use cases. This dataset can be used
for future research on abuse detection, including the automatic prioritization of
LogoMotive’s results.

Recently, phishing kit detection has risen in popularity [4,11,42]. Phishing
kits are purchasable, easily deployable phishing site templates. [4] study phishing
in the wild by detecting the use of such phishing kits. They apply their method
to the TLS Transparancy Logs Project [18] and find 1,363 phishing domains
targeted at a Dutch audience. They also found that phishing sites are very
short-lived, with a median up-time of merely 24 h. This supports our findings;
we found few phishing domains when crawling the entire .nl DNS zone, but
found more abuse when monitoring new domain name registrations live.

Spear Phishing Detection: Spear phishing detection has previously been based on
e-mail and textual analysis [19,55]. Our system is not focused on spear phishing
per se, but it has proved useful in detecting them and filling a void where phishing
blocklists fail to cover.

Fake Webshop Detection: fake webshop detection and counterfeit luxury goods
detection has been also done in the past [58,59]. In both cases, while logos were
mentioned, logo detection was not employed. Both studies found a very large set
of webpages selling counterfeit goods. Our case study with Thuiswinkel Waarborg
(Sect. 4) differs from them because we find a smaller set of domains that misuse
the trust mark, but they are legitimate webshops that have been active for many
years but still mislead visitors.

6 Legal, Ethical, and Privacy Considerations

Legal Considerations: In this study, we first obtained legal permission from
SIDN, the .nl registry, as well as from both institutions in the case studies.
We established a data-sharing agreement between SIDN and both the Dutch
national government and Thuiswinkel Waarborg , so the metadata associated
with the detected domains could be shared through the dashboard (Sect. 2.1)
for the analysts to evaluate and label the results. These agreements conform to
both EU and Dutch [6,20] legislation. Because the .nl zonefile is not publicly
available, we cannot share the list of domain names analyzed in the presented
case studies.
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Ethical Considerations: Object detection, which we employ for the detection of
logos, is a field in artificial intelligence that raises several ethical, privacy, and
legal concerns. We address them by training our model solely to detect the logos
of organizations on the screenshots of public .nl websites. Therefore, it has no
notion of other concepts or objects of which the automatic detection could raise
ethical and legal issues, such as persons, faces, or race [21,23,37], and thus cannot
be used for these purposes.

The goal of this study was to determine the feasibility of logo detection
in detecting scams and trust mark misuse – both ultimately affect real users.
By helping to detect and remove such scams, we help protect Internet users
by preventing those scams to take place; our use case partners support this
claim. We chose these two use cases because they directly affect real Internet
users. Finally, LogoMotive operates based on the “human in the loop” principle
[38]. This means it cannot make autonomous decisions about domain names like
removing them from the zone, and always requires human input. We meet this
requirement by presenting the results on a dashboard that helps human abuse
analysts to assess suspect domain names.

Privacy Considerations: In this study, all data analysis and measurements were
conducted by SIDN employees. Only the manual validation and annotation of
logo detection results was carried out by analysts at the Dutch national gov-
ernment and Thuiswinkel Waarborg , and in that regard, we minimized the data
shared with these organizations – restricting it only to screenshots and metadata
of the domains on which logos were found. This way of working was approved by
our Data Protection Officer. In addition, we have developed a publicly available
data privacy framework [6] with our legal department that conforms to both
EU and Dutch [6,20] legislation. This framework has been applied for this study
and the resulting privacy policy is monitored by a privacy board that oversees
SIDN Labs’ research.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

Logos are widely used on websites, with both benign and malicious intentions.
We proposed LogoMotive, a system that detects logos on .nl-websites and pro-
vides analysts with insights into their logo’s (mis)use. LogoMotive outperforms
existing logo detection methods with high recall values over 97% and its unique
flexibility due to our automatic and dynamic training method. Our vantage
point as manager of the .nl ccTLD zone allowed us to detect logos, and by
extension phishing, trust mark misuse, and other malicious logo use, in 6.2M
domain names.

We evaluate LogoMotive in two use cases. In a use case with the Dutch national
government, we detect and annotate 11.6K domain names that display the gov-
ernment logo, In total, we found 6 phishing domains, 82 potential future threats
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including dormant phishing attacks, and 80 cases of another misuse of the gov-
ernment logo. We also evaluated LogoMotive with a renowned Dutch certified
webshop trust mark. Webshops require certification and must comply with strict
rules and standards regarding security and consumer protection before they may
display the logo on their website. Unauthorized use of the trust mark is, per defi-
nition, misleading visitors. LogoMotive found close to 10K domain names leading
to 3253 unique websites that display the trust mark’s logo. 151 of these web-
shops unjustly displayed the logo and received a cease and desist letter from
Thuiswinkel Waarborg .

Our work has an operational impact: the government acted upon 168 embod-
iments of impersonation and 104 trust mark misuse websites removed their logos.
It also allowed for the Dutch government to detect and include government web-
sites that were registered outside the official regulations, and, this way, mitigate
the risks associated with domain expiration and lack of security standards adop-
tion – namely DNSSEC and DMARC.

LogoMotive has proven a useful system and will be deployed in production
at SIDN. In future research, we could use the ground truth data resulting from
the two use cases in further efforts to automatically detect malicious websites.
We intend to combine its results with phishing-tailored detection systems. Fur-
thermore, in the future, we can explore whether existing data sources allow us
to prioritize the websites on which a logo is found based on their likeliness to be
malicious. Automatic classification or prioritization of the logo detection results
would require a use case-specific approach because the definition of misuse varies
between logos. We currently focus on the home page of websites, because travers-
ing websites’ internal pages in the entire zone is not feasible. In future work, we
can explore if it is feasible to traverse internal pages of recently registered domain
names, where most abuse is found.
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A Appendix: LogoMotive Dashboard

(See Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Dashboard annotation pop-up screen
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